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What AI are we 

discussing today?



Generative AI: Tools that create text, images, code, and sound based on vast datasets.
Generative AI tools such as Bard, Bing, and ChatGPT, are trained on massive amounts of data to recognize patterns 

and relationships between words, images, sounds and code. They use that understanding to generate brand-new, 
original, often creative outputs customized to the prompts users provide.

“Generative AI professional example for a slide deck presentation” prompt. Bing Chat, Microsoft, 3 Oct. 2023

Generative AI
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What is Generative AI?

AI is: AI is 

NOT:● Online and in-store shopping
● Robotic tractors, precision agriculture
● Warehouse Fulfillment
● Credit Card Fraud Protection
● Insurance Rates
● NASA images from space
● Text to Speech
● Foreign Language Translation
● Mapping and Navigation

It is in all of our lives and industries.

● Alive
● Smarter than us
● Killer robots
● Only for geniuses 
● Only for people in tech cities
● Always physical. It is inside our computer 

software and phone apps.

And it is not going away.
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Education with AI

IS

IS NOT● Personalized learning: More practice 
problems for struggling students, more 
advanced concepts for students who are 
ahead

● Differentiation in seconds
● Increased student persistence
● Handwriting conversion to digital
● Text to speech, speech to text
● Language Translation

● Replacing teachers
● Going to solve every problem
● One more thing that needs to take a lot of 

time for busy educators
● Another subject that must be separate from 

Computer Science



The First Wave
Data recommendation engines



The Second Wave
“Game Changing AI”

Google Searches leading to hyperlinks 
(old)

vs

GPT chating back plausible ANSWERS, with refinement 
(Creating something new)



Research mid 2023> Gen AI Funding
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Source: CB Insights



Gartner declared generative AI as one of 
the most disruptive and rapidly evolving 
technologies Emerging Technologies and Trends Impact Radar

Generative AI – has found value already in 
marketing, advertising, drug development, 
legal contracts, video gaming, customer 
support and digital art.

Close to 80% of businesses are using or 
exploring AI. 35% have already adopted AI 
into operations while 42% are planning to 
implement. source

Surrounded by AI

https://contentatscale.ai/blog/how-many-ai-tools-are-there/
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Technology Disruption

● Tech adoption follows a Sigmoid curve
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Gen AI



How Gen AI is different from past 

EdTech:
● The Infrastructure is already in place
● It’s a conversational experience
● It’s happening in every industry at the same time
● LLMs are biased- Not neutral like much other EdTech
● Those who are making the tech are requesting 

guardrails



What IF

We do nothing?



Computers in 
Schools, High 

Speed Internet, 
1:1 devices…

Who is 
empowered to 
learn with and 

about AI

Will AI Widen the Digital Divide?

Old Digital Divide New Digital Divide



AI Benefits 

and Risks



Have we entered George Orwell’s “1984” OR 
Aldous Huxley “Brave new World”?

Control through 

the pursuit of 

pleasure, and 

conditioning.

illusion of 

contentment

Societal Impact

Power through 

fear, 

propaganda, and 

repression of 

individuality.

denial of truth

Knowing You
Changing Reality

Getting lost in the app
Losing what’s real



Contact Us

123 Anywhere St., Any City,ST 12345

123-456-7890

hello@reallygreatsite.com

reallygreatsite.com

@reallygreatsite

The primary risks of generative AI that schools should address are:

1. Academic integrity and plagiarism concerns
2. Potential to spread misinformation and biases
3. Privacy and data security issues
4. Overreliance hindering skill development
5. Accessibility and equity challenges
6. Ethical considerations around AI use
7. Schools need clear policies, training, digital literacy education, and 

open discussions to mitigate these risks.



Write your topic

Add a main point

Briefly elaborate on 

what you want to 

discuss. 

Add a main point

Briefly elaborate on 

what you want to 

discuss. 

Add a main point

Briefly elaborate on 

what you want to 

discuss. 



AI Has Benefits and Drawbacks

“AI can really help teachers (for example, a Spanish
teacher can ask it to write a short story using certain
vocabulary words and certain grammatical features).
However, it can be harmful when students use it to get
answers for questions on their assignments or to do
writing assignments for them, because it's impossible
to prove, unlike traditional plagiarism.”

— High school teacher



Potential Risks

Potential Benefits

Potential Benefits & Risks of  Using AI in Education

Content
development and 
differentiation

Assessment design 
and timely, 
effective feedback

Tutoring and 
personalized
learning assistance

Aiding creativity and 
collaboration

Operational  and 
administrative 
efficiency

Plagiarism and 
academic 
dishonesty

Overreliance and 
loss of critical 
thinking

Compromised 
student privacy and 
unauthorized data 
collection

Diminished student 
and teacher agency 
and accountability

Societal bias and 
lack of cultural 
sensitivity



We Need AI Guidance

We can’t control it and we can’t ban it but 
we can help students learn to use it, in a 
supervised way, in a thoughtful way and a 
meaningful way.

— Sarah Eaton, Associate Professor University of Calgary, 
Expert in AI Education



K12 Challenges

Preventing 
students from 
cheating

What’s 
appropriate for 
what grade 
levels?

How to have 
conversations 
with the 
community
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Map & Compass vs GPS



Steps for 

Implementing 

Gen AI in K12



AI Roles and Responsibilities in Education

Superintendent Principal IT Coordinator Teacher

● Drives 
innovation

● Provides 
guidance

● Engages in 
policy

● Approves 
resources

● Implements 
education 
system’s 
requirements

● Supports 
teachers

● Provides 
guidance to 
families

● Gives technical 
guidance

● Reviews software
● Authorizes access
● Ensures privacy 

and security

● Implements policy
● Instructs student AI use
● Ensures academic 

integrity and ethical 
applications

● Uses AI to support 
instruction



Relevant Policies in the US
FERPA - AI systems must protect the privacy of student education records and comply 
with parental consent requirements. Data must remain within the direct control of the 
educational institution.

COPPA - AI chatbots, personalized learning platforms, and other technologies collecting 
personal information and user data on children under 13 must require parental consent.

IDEA - AI must not be implemented in a way that denies disabled students equal access to 
education opportunities.

CIPA - Schools must ensure AI content filters align with CIPA protections against harmful 
content.

Section 504 - This section of the Rehabilitation Act applies to both physical and digital 
environments. Schools must ensure that their digital content and technologies, like AI, are 
accessible to students with disabilities.

https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
https://www.ftc.gov/legal-library/browse/rules/childrens-online-privacy-protection-rule-coppa
https://sites.ed.gov/idea/
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/childrens-internet-protection-act#:~:text=The%20Children's%20Internet%20Protection%20Act,harmful%20content%20over%20the%20Internet.
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ocr/civilrights/resources/factsheets/504.pdf


Create policy to address the 
immediate risks so that AI 
does not undermine learning 
during the coming year.

Stage 2

Facilitate organizational 
learning by making a small 
but strategic investment in 

harnessing the individual 
learning of the many 

educators already excited 
about AI.

Stage 1

Identify areas for improvements and effective transformations 
with potential to scale to support the education system.Stage 3



Seven Principles for AI in Education

Purpose
Use AI to help all 
students achieve 

educational goals.

Compliance
Reaffirm adherence
to existing policies.

Knowledge
Promote AI Literacy.

Balance
Realize the benefits of 

AI and address the 
risks.

Evaluation
Advance academic 

integrity.

Agency
Maintain human 

decision-making when 
using AI.

Integrity
Regularly assess the 

impacts of AI.



🧩 Sample language when reviewing your class syllabus: AI tools may be used for brainstorming or preliminary 
research, but using AI to generate answers or complete assignments without proper citation or passing off AI-
generated content as one’s own is considered plagiarism.

Sample Student Agreement for AI Use
AI can help me learn better and is important for my future, so I promise to use it the right 
way and make smart choices.

1. I will use AI tools responsibly and will not use AI in a way that could harm myself or 
others.

2. I will only use AI to support my learning and will follow my school’s rules and 
teacher’s instructions on when and how to use AI on an assignment.

3. I will be honest about when I use AI to help with assignments, and I will not turn in 
work that is fully created by an AI as my own.

4. If I use AI, I will review its work for mistakes.
5. I will check with my teacher when unsure about what is acceptable.



AI Guidance for Schools Toolkit
● For education authorities, school leaders, and teachers 
● To help create thoughtful guidance on incorporating AI in education 
● Principles and a framework for incorporating AI in education 
● Sample language as a starting point for: 

○ School Guidance on the Use of AI 
○ Addendums to Existing Policies
○ Letter to Staff
○ Student and Class Policies 
○ Letter to Parents and Guardians
○ An AI in Education Presentation

a Visit 
teachai.org/toolkit

29
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Where Are You? A Maturity Matrix

Where Are You? A Readiness Checklist
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Where Are You? A Maturity Matrix

Where Are You? A Readiness Checklist
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Gen AI Readiness & Maturity
Is based on

● Executive Leadership Readiness
● Operational Readiness
● Data Readiness
● Technical Readiness
● Security Readiness
● Legal/Risk Management
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on

As of the end of 
2023,
Only 21% of 
respondents 
indicated clear 
district policy in 
their district

Most expected the 
use of AI tools to 
increase.



How AI Works
Five Big Ideas in AI
1. Perception
2. Representation & 

Reasoning
3. Learning
4. Natural Interaction
5. Societal Impact



How AI Works
Gwinnett County 
AI Learning 
Framework

1. Programming
2. Data Science
3. Mathematics
4. Problem Solving
5. Ethics
6. Applied 

Experiences



36

“We view AI as a tool that 
can intensify the human 
element in education.”

“We regard data privacy 
and security as 
fundamental aspects of 
ethical AI use.” 

Provides an “Example 
Classroom Policy”

https://www.psd401.net/services-and-resources/technology/technology-artificial-intelligence#:~:text=We%20regard%20data%20privacy%20and,incorporate%20AI%20into%20our%20classrooms.
https://www.psd401.net/services-and-resources/technology/technology-artificial-intelligence#:~:text=We%20regard%20data%20privacy%20and,incorporate%20AI%20into%20our%20classrooms.


North 

Carolina 

Department 

of 

Public 

Instruction



“Gen AI Resistant” Assessments

https://blog.uwgb.edu/catl/strategies-for-creating-generative-ai-resistant-assessments/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://blog.uwgb.edu/catl/strategies-for-creating-generative-ai-resistant-assessments/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
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Projects engage 
students in both 
unplugged and 
technology-infused
activities that explore 
key facets of AI 
technologies.

https://cms-live-media.iste.org/www-root/Libraries/Documents%20%26%20Files/Artificial%20Intelligence/2024/ISTEGM_AIGuides_Elementary_EN.pdf?_ga=2.110862725.1407375549.1708350576-888268650.1704561216

Elementary 

Teacher Guide

https://cms-live-media.iste.org/www-root/Libraries/Documents & Files/Artificial Intelligence/2024/ISTEGM_AIGuides_Elementary_EN.pdf?_ga=2.110862725.1407375549.1708350576-888268650.1704561216
https://cms-live-media.iste.org/www-root/Libraries/Documents & Files/Artificial Intelligence/2024/ISTEGM_AIGuides_Elementary_EN.pdf?_ga=2.110862725.1407375549.1708350576-888268650.1704561216
https://cms-live-media.iste.org/www-root/Libraries/Documents & Files/Artificial Intelligence/2024/ISTEGM_AIGuides_Elementary_EN.pdf?_ga=2.110862725.1407375549.1708350576-888268650.1704561216


“This is the WORST AI you’ll ever

use… it gets better every day!”
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● Scaling the teacher
● Personalization challenges
● Scaling Socratic learning opportunities
● Limits to any individual's knowledge
● Timeframe of availability
● Limited individual tutoring 

Limitations of 

Traditional Teaching

GenAI can serve as a tutor, an intellectual sparring partner, and 
a personal instructor, available at any time one on one.
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CODE.org Curricula

Grades 3-12 

code.org/ai
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aiEDU 10 Week PBL Course

www.aiedu.org/intro-to-ai
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Your Districts Next Steps Around AI

● Discuss with your cabinet (including your senior EdTech 
leader) what your district position should be regarding 
public Gen AI apps.

● Determine how to support teachers and students
● Create or modify an Academic Integrity Statement
● Consider student data privacy and security measures
● Teach AI ethics & etiquette
● Have an eye to the future for AI to help with your KPIs 

and other administrative tasks
● Consider a team review of 

https://www.teachai.org/toolkit &
cgcs.org/genaichecklist

https://www.teachai.org/toolkit
http://cgcs.org/genaichecklist


“I don’t think the generative AI is going 
to replace workers, but workers who 
work with generative AI will replace 
those who don’t”

— Erik Brynjolfsson, Director, Digital Economy Lab 
at the Stanford Institute for Human-Centered 

AI



Gen AI & K12 Lessons So Far
Districts really can’t ban it

Use GAI as an assistant

Prompt Engineering is a key skill

Curriculum needs to shift accordingly



Gen AI & K12 Ethical Issues
Cheating

Potential for Misinformation

Digital Equity - Access to GAI

Privacy & Data Issues

Societal change



EdSAFE AI Benchmarks

“Generative AI use for students 
under 13 is not permissible under 
federal law or even the acceptable 
use policies of major generative AI 
providers. In some cases and where 
state law allows, using these 
platforms is acceptable for students 
aged 13-18 with affirmative parental 
consent.”

EdSafe AI Green, Yellow, Red 
use cases are being developed
now and should be available 
this spring.

https://www.edsafeai.org/
https://www.edsafeai.org/


/(AI)



in/petejust

pete@juststrategics.com

Thank you!

bit.ly/SAM_AI



Attributions: pete@juststrategics.co

m
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• “Where’s all the money going” chart: CB Insights

• Gartner Hype Cycle

• EdWeek research center survey December 2023

• AI4K12 “How AI Works”

• Claude.ai text results

• Gwinnett County’s AI Learning Framework

• NCDPI “Can I use AI?”

• UWGB's Center for the Advancement of Teaching and Learning 

“Gen AI Resistant Assignments” 

• ISTE Elementary Teacher Guide

• MagicSchool.ai

• EdSAFE AI Benchmarks

• Sal Kahn GPT-4 TEDtalk

• Code.org

• AiEDU

• TeachAI.org/

• Cosn.org

• CGCS.org
Several above links are in the presentation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gartner_hype_cycle
https://www.edweek.org/technology/will-ai-use-in-schools-increase-next-year-56-percent-of-educators-say-yes/2024/02
https://www.google.com/search?q=Sal+Kahn+GPT-4+TEDtalk&oq=Sal+Kahn+GPT-4+TEDtalk&gs_lcrp=EgZjaHJvbWUyBggAEEUYOTIJCAEQIRgKGKABMgkIAhAhGAoYoAEyCQgDECEYChirAjIJCAQQIRgKGKsCMgkIBRAhGAoYqwLSAQc5OThqMGo3qAIAsAIA&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8:~:text=This%20blog%20post%C2%A0...-,How%20AI%20Could%20Save%20(Not%20Destroy)%20Education,-%7C%20Sal%20Khan%20%7C%20TED
https://www.teachai.org/
http://cosn.org
https://www.cgcs.org/
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Happy designing! 


